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Why Yemen?
On top of all the free time I was given that 
I didn’t know what to do with, I saw a lot 
of major events in the news that made me 
want to take action--there was COVID-19 
of course, the Black Lives Matter movement, 
and then a lot of information circulating 
around my social media feed about the 
ongoing crisis in 
Yemen. I did my 
own research and 
was moved by 
the devastating 
pictures and statistics 
--people rapidly dying 
in this third world 
country from hunger 
and starvation. I knew 
I wanted to make any 
kind of contribution I could, and I could do 
so by carrying out my idea for Bracelets for 
Brighter Futures. 

Why bracelets?
I learned to make friendship bracelets during 
summer camp as a kid; I’ve enjoyed making 
bracelets ever since. I randomly thought of 
the name “Bracelets for Brighter Futures” a 
few months before I started working on the 
project, and I thought it would be a great 
idea to sell the bracelets I made for a good 

cause. I wrote the 
idea down and hoped 
I would eventually get 
around to it. 

What is the 
future of the 
company?
Making bracelets 
is time consuming, 
and now that 

school is back in session I have significantly 
less time to devote to running Bracelets for 
Brighter Futures. However, I know I want to 
continue working on it for as long as I can. 
It’s so fulfilling to see my work pay off and 
hopefully make any amount of difference in 
the world!

LIGHTNING
FIRE ‘N’

With the coronavirus pandemic, 
online school, the stay at home 
quarantine orders and the rest of the 

tumultuous events that have occurred, 2020 has 
continued to baffle the worldwide community. 
Now, the newest addition to the narrative are the 
ongoing California fires. 

The wildfires are more intense and severe 
than they have been in past years, with 7,002 

fires burning across the state as of August 24th, 
over 12,000 structures devastated and large 
numbers of people displaced. Since August 15th, 
it is estimated that 1.4 acres have burned, a 
steep increase than previous years. The smoke 
produced by the multiple ongoing fires has 
created an increase of apocalyptic gray skies and 
an unhealthy air quality, driving most Northern 
and Central California inhabitants indoors. 

The areas most heavily impacted by the fires 
are Northern Californian counties as well as 
Santa Clara, Alameda, Stanislaus, San Joaquin 
and Contra Costa counties. As the fires devastate 
homes and counties in California, the overall 
Californian community has been brought closer 
together as neighboring counties and local 
companies offer their facilities to those affected 
by the fires.

As wildfires spreading throughout the state, land and homes are being destroyed. Amidst a pandemic, 
getting the help necessary to stop the fires is harder than even before.

Over the summer, sophomore 
Melody Xu built an Etsy store called 
Bracelets for Brighter Futures, which 
raises awareness as well as money 
for the World Food Program USA.
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Camp Okizu is a camp for families and victims of 
Childhood Cancer. Their mission is to help heal those 
affected through support, mentoring and their beloved 

recreational programs. Located in Butte County, California, it 
was one of the first places to be greatly affected. Most of the 
cabins were left with only a few pieces of woods still standing.

Lee has been part of the Okizu community and visited the 
camp’s annual one week program since she was 6 years old. 

“[The camp is] a great way to disconnect, reflect, and grow 
as a person,” Lee said.

Despite the damages to the site, the community remains 
strong. Through fundraising projects and community outreach, 
the road the rebuilding the camp as already started. 

“I hope that once Okizu is rebuilt, it will continue to help 
families and children suffering from Childhood Cancer find a 
community that encourages them,” Lee said. 

Along with many others in its situation, Camp Okizu is on 
its way back to the new normal as we know it.
From her last session at Camp Okizu, Vienna Lee stands alongside one of 
the camps counselors.

One of the Mmany cabins that Camp Okizu has. This photo was from 
summer, before the fires took over. Little of this building is still standing.

As California continues to burn, forests and camp 
sites are being destroyed. Vienna Lee (‘22) reflects 
on her time at Camp Okizu, which was destroyed 
by the fires.

when it STRIKES
Sudden lightning strikes leave 
some students in shock and others 
in awe.

she did
THAT

CAMPS &
COMMUNITIES

The Key Club writes Vote by Mail 
cards to democratic voters in Florida.

OUR
MARK

on democracy

I’m still too young to vote, but 
I recognize the importance of 
voting and getting your voice out 
there. Key Club wants to use our 
resources to help others sign up to 
vote through mail to provide them 
with a safer option. We want to 
educate others how to sign up to 
vote by mail. Now more than ever, 
it’s important to get your voice out 
to support and amplify the voices 
of those who have been silenced 
and looked over.”
KYLA FU (‘21)

“ I was still awake when the 
thunderstorm started and at first I 

didn’t fully comprehend what it was. I 
personally really love rain and storms 
though, so I ended up sitting in bed 

with my curtains drawn for an hour or 
two.”

EMILY CHENG (‘21)

“ I had no idea what was going on 
because it came out of nowhere, 
but I raced to the window to take 

pictures when I realized that it was a 
thunderstorm.”

VICTORIA STUKALOVA 
(‘21)

“
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What ultimately motivated 
me to take action was the 

COVID-19 shelter-in-place 
order. 

“ “

Spread Design by Arati Periyannan

find her on instagram 
@braceletsforbrighterfutures 
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